
science and religion
 Arts, crafts and sciences uplift the world of being, and are conducive
to its exaltation. Knowledge is as wings to man’s life, and a ladder for
his ascent. Its acquisition is incumbent upon everyone.

—Baha’u’llah

Gravity explains the motions of the planets, but it cannot explain who sets the planets in
motion.

—Isaac Newton

If religion were contrary to logical reason then it would cease to be a religion and be merely a
tradition. Religion and science are the two wings upon which man’s intelligence can soar into
the heights, with which the human soul can progress. It is not possible to fly with one wing
alone! Should a man try to fly with the wing of religion alone he would quickly fall into the
quagmire of superstition, whilst on the other hand, with the wing of science alone he would
also make no progress, but fall into the despairing slough of materialism... Many religious
leaders have grown to think that the importance of religion lies mainly in the adherence to a
collection of certain dogmas and the practice of rites and ceremonies! Those whose souls they
profess to cure are taught to believe likewise, and these cling tenaciously to the outward forms,
confusing them with the inward truth.

—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

I do not feel obliged to believe that the same God who has endowed us with senses, reason,
and intellect has intended us to forego their use.

—Galileo Galilei

Every one who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that a spirit is
manifest in the laws of the Universe—a spirit vastly superior to that of man, and one in the face
of which we with our modest powers must feel humble.

—Albert Einstein

If we say religion is opposed to science, we lack knowledge of either true
science or true religion, for both are founded upon the premises and
conclusions of reason, and both must bear its test.

—‘Abdu’l-Bahá



When religion is upheld by science and reason we can believe with assurance and act
with conviction, for this rational faculty is the greatest power in the world. Through it
industries are established, the past and present are laid bare and the underlying realities
are brought to light.

—‘Abdu’l-Bahá

God made religion and science to be the measure, as it were, of our
understanding. Take heed that you neglect not such a wonderful power. Weigh
all things in this balance. To him who has the power of comprehension religion is
like an open book, but how can it be possible for a man devoid of reason and
intellectuality to understand the Divine Realities of God? Put all your beliefs into
harmony with science; there can be no opposition, for truth is one. When
religion, shorn of its superstitions, traditions, and unintelligent dogmas, shows its
conformity with science, then will there be a great unifying, cleansing force in
the world which will sweep before it all wars, disagreements, discords and
struggles—and then will mankind be united in the power of the Love of God.

Taken together, science and religion provide the fundamental organizing principles by
which individuals, communities, and institutions function and evolve. When the
material and spiritual dimensions of the life of a community are kept in mind and due
attention is given to both scientific and spiritual knowledge, the tendency to reduce
human progress to the consumption of goods, services and technological packages is
avoided. Scientific knowledge, to take but one simple example, helps the members of a
community to analyse the physical and social implications of a given technological
proposal—say, its environmental impact—and spiritual insight gives rise to moral
imperatives that uphold social harmony and that ensure technology serves the common
good. Together, these two sources of knowledge are essential to the liberation of
individuals and communities from the traps of ignorance and passivity. They are vital
to the advancement of civilization.

—bahai.org

 —‘Abdu’l-Bahá


